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A series of 50 lessons were developed to transfer the reading
skills of comprehension, context clues and study skills to their use
in gaining infornation from the social studies textbook.

The lessons

were developed to be used in conjunction with the fourth grade social
studies textbook, Environrrents,

American Book Ccmpany.

The lessons

include cbjectives for each skill, the strategy to be developed and
extra enrichrrent materials required for the implementation of the skill.
The purpose of the strategies focused on the student's ability to
transfer the reading skills to the social studies textbook and to
improve their ability to read and gain infornation from the social
studies text.
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Chapter 1
Bl'CKGRCUND OF THE STUDY

The purpose of social studies texts is to teach students to
becare knowledgeable in the area, to develop learning skills related
to this area, and to improve reading skills.

Teachers who stress

mainly content miss the opportunity to reinforce reading skills
previously taught in the reading cu=iculum.

He:r:ber (1978) has

concluded:
"It was left to students to transfer what they learned in the
reading class to what they need to learn in the content area classes."
(p. 1).

Durkin (1978) found that "Teachers did not see the social

studies period as a t:Ure to improve children' s corrprehension abilities,
but instead v;ere ooncerned about covering content and having children
master facts."

(p. 7).

As students advance through the school systems, they are expected

to be responsible for using reading materials in the content areas.
They need to further improve those skills which enable them to read
expositive reading materials.

Cassidy (1978) stated,

Student success in social studies is solidly based on the
ability to read to obtain information. Despite this t:Ure is
rarely devoted to the actual teaching of reading within the
block of t:Ure allocated for social studies. (p. 62).
Authorities such as He:r:ber (1978), Rcbinson (1979), and larrberg (1980),
have developed strategies to be used in the reinforcement of corrprehension,
oontext clues and study skill areas.

Teachers who have not presented stra-

tegies for utilizing content materials create problems for students who need
1
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to fully benefit from =tent area texts, strategies that enhance
their comprehension, use of =text clues and study skills.
Instruction in skills such as defining the problem;
understanding key words; interpreting pictures, graphs,
and legends; reading maps; and draw.ing conclusions has been
found to improve students' reading of social studies
materials. (Estes, 1972, p. 183).
Staterrent of the Prd>lem
Social studies demand that students read in order to obtain
information.

To comprehend the material in the texts it is necessary

to use a variety of reading skills and strategies.

Social studies

texts generally have not been recognized as a rreans to utilize reading
skills and reinforce them in the areas of comprehension, use of context
clues, and study skills.

Turner stated,

¥.any children cannot read with comprehension any textbook
Which could be selected to deal with the social studies =iculum.
The children's reading problem sets off a chain reaction of
frustration, dislike for social studies, and negative learning.
(p. 39) .
Therefore, there was a need to develop specific lessons that would
help students improve their ability to read social studies materials and
thus make a transition from learning to read to the application of skills
taught in reading.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the project was to develop 50 social studies lessons
that apply and reinforce the reading comprehension, context clues and
study skills as identified by the Tumwater School District for the fourth
grade level student learning objectives in reading and to improve the
ability of students to read successfully the social studies text.
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Definition of Tenns
The following definitions w=re used for the purpose of this study.
Comprehension
The cognitive and linguistic process of deriving or gaining

rreaning from text.

(Larrberg and Lamp, 1980, p. 4) •

levels of eomprehension
Literal

-

understanding or recall of factual details.

Interpretation Application -

utilization of inferential skills.

the fonnulation of generalizations and the

extension of the meaning of concepts beyond the :imrediate
context.

(lllnstrum and Taylor, 1978, p. 50) •

Content
The substance of an info:rnation source and/or curriculum.
(Herber, 1978, p. 15).
Context Clues
The features of text identified through =text analysis that
aid the reader in making a guess as to the rreaning or function of an
unknown word.

(Larrberg and Lamp, 1980, p. 402) •

Study Skills
The procedures, strategies or techniques used by students to
consciously direct their academic perfo:rnances.

(Lanberg and Lamp,

1980' p. 407) •
Limitations of the Study
The limitations for this project were:

1)

The lessons w=re developed to apply and reinforce the

comprehension, context clues and study skill cbjectives
as identified by the '1\n!Mater School District.
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2)

The social studies text used for the project was the
Arrerican book Company's textbook, Environrrents.

3)

The project was develoi;;ed for the fourth grades in the
'l\JJTMater School District.

8unmary of the Follooing Chapters
Chapter t= reviews literature related to the p=ject.

Chapter

three describes the p=cedures used to develop the project.

Chapter

four includes a sample of the lesson plans that reinforce conprehension,
=ntext clues and study skill reading objectives.

Chapter five

surrmarizes the project and includes conclusions drawn by the writer
as the result of the study.

Chapter 2
REVIElN OF LITERATORE

Introduction
Herber (1978) , Robinson (1978) , Lamp (1980) agreed that reading
skills such as =nprehension, the use of context clues and study skills
need to be incorporated into the teaching of content area materials.
A nurrber of strategies for teaching comprehension, context clues and
study skills in content materials ware found in the review of literature.
This chapter presents a review of related literature in three areas:
the need for the utilization of social studies texts in the reinforcerrent
and application of reading comprehension, context clues and study skills;
the use of social studies in teaching reading skills and its effect; and
strategies that authorities suggested or linple:rrented in the reinforcerrent
and application of comprehension, context clues and study skills.
The Need For The Imple:rrentation of Social Studies

Materials in the Teaching of Beading Skills
Investigators have indicated that content area reading skills should
be taught at the ele:rrentary level.
Emphasis should begin at the fourth grade level.

At this grade

level Diem (1980) noted that reading and content area standardized test
scores begin to decline at the fourth grade level.

He linplies that the

drop in scores oc=ed due to the fact that reading becares a functional
process rather than a develop:nental one.
inforced by Durkin (1978) .

This premise is further re-

The study concentrated on the fourth grade

level because it was believed a transition was made from learning to
5
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read to reading to learn at this t:i.rre.

Rupley (1975) agrees with

Durkin, "Authorities have agreed that teaching reading in the content
area is t= important to be deferred until a student is in the
secondary grades."

(p. 804).

T:i.rre selda:n is allotted for teaching reading skills when content
area :rraterials are being presented.
study done by Durkin (1978) .

This fact was established with a

Durkin' s (1978) study of reading

comprehension instruction stated that,
All the cbserved teachers saw the social studies period as
a t:i.rre to cover content - as a tine to have children ":rraster
the facts." Nothing that was cbserved indicated that distinctions v.ere :rrade betv.een important facts and trivia. If it was
in the b=k, it was important.
Concurrently, no teacher saw the social studies period
as a t:i.rre to help with reading. Children who could not read
the textb=k v.ere expected to learn the content from round
robin reading of the text by better readers, and from films
and filmstrips. (p. 2 6) .
McAllister (1981) , Potter (1978) , and Herber (1978) concurred that
social studies is an area where content skills and reading skills could
be taught sirrultaneously to the benefit of the student.

McAllister (1981)

found that students who have been exposed to more than one approach in
the teaching of reading have achieved better than average gains in the

acquisition of reading skills as rreasured by standardized reading tests.
Potter (1978) makes the staterrent that integration of reading instruction
and social studies instruction produced better reading and learning in
content areas.

When integrating reading instruction with content

instruction Herber emphasized,
There is no need to design a special curriculum in order to
include reading instruction. Materials with sufficient infor:rration to convey the concepts that comprise the curriculum can
serve as the vehicle for instruction in both the concepts and
the related reading skills. (p. 4) .
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Skills developed and used for reading content area materials
should extend the skills previously taught in the "reading class."
Diem (1980) stated that in order to master the social studies content
it was vital that the students read and comprehend the materials.
Skills found useful within social studies (e.g., analysis synthesis,
critical thinking) are identical to reading skills.

Rupley (1975)

stated,
Reading instruction rrust be viev;ed as a total process,
and the teaching of a reading skill rrust provide opportunities
for application of the skill. If this viewpoint is accepted
by teachers, then teaching reading in the content area is not
reading to learn, but is an extension of reading instruction.
(p. 802) .
The study of the literature indicated that when comprehension, use of
context clues and study skills were practiced in a social studies
lesson the learning of these skills was strengthened.

Estes (1972)

concluded,
There are three basic reading skills necessary for social
studies achieverrent: 1) vocabulary knowledge; 2) comprehension
of both a literal and critical nature; and 3) study skills
such as map reading, use of references, use of indexes and table
of contents, use of dictionary, and reading graphs, charts and
tables. (p. 180).
Estes (1972) cited research by Robinson and Perry which revealed
that fourth grade students as well as college students were unable to
employ reading skills of identifying the main idea, making comparisons
of ideas gleaned from different sources, using a table of contents and
indices and retention and location of detail.

These are skills which

are necessary for the reading and understanding of content materials.
(Estes, 1972) .
Assessment tests administered at the local, state and national
levels have shown that the teaching of reading skills needs to be
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incorporated within content area courses as students are lacking reading
skills in this area.

Lanberg and Lamp (1980) stated,

Results of the national assessments and other assessments
conducted by states, school districts, and colleges and
universities strongly indicated that nany students are not
making desirable overall progress in reading that nany rrore
have not achieved rrastery in skills believed important to
reading and study in content area courses. (p. 12).
Research on the Effects of Utilizing
Social Studies To Teach Reading Skills
The research has shown that the inclusion of the teaching of

reading skills in the content areas does have an influence on the
success students may achieve.
Five control groups and five experimental groups v.ere used in
Schiller's study of the effects of teaching study skills on social
studies achieverrent.

The study skills taught in the study v.ere the

selection of references, use of indices, nap interpretation,
dictionary usage and the reading of graphs, charts and tables.

The

exper:inental groups used these skills during the process of acquiring
inforrration while the control group proceeded with the sarre content
but with no instruction in study skills.

At the end of the study

significant gains v.ere made by the exper:inental group on the Iowa Every
Pupil Test of Basic Skills and two tests of ,social studies achieverrent.
(Estes, 1972) .
Estes (1972) found that Herber and Zepp reached similar conclusions
in their studies.

In both studies basic reading skills such as word

rreaning skills, location of inforrration skills, use of reference and
non-reference books, and cc:mprehension skills v.ere integrated with the
teaching of social studies content.

Both Herber and Zepp found that

greater gains v.ere rrade when basic reading skills W3re taught using the
social studies text.
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Witts investigated the effects of teaching outlining skills and
drawing conclusion skills on social studies achieverrent.
b.D rratched groups of 29 students.

He used

Each group received instruction

for one serrester by the usual prooedure.

During the next serrester

instruction in outlining and drawing conclusions was irnplerrented.
At the end of each serrester both groups took the Sequential Test of
Educational Progress:

Social Studies, the Iowa Silent Reading Test

and a teacher constructed concept test.

It was found that "Greater

gains were rrade on all rreasures during the second serrester as corrq::iared
to the first."

(Estes, 1972, pp. 181-182) .

Estes (1972) cited Fridian and Rosanna's study involving the
integration of reading rate and canprehension instruction with the
social studies content, implying positive results occurred in the
students growth.

Over the

course of the surmer the study presented

24 reading selections to students in a college history course.

The

students were tirres on the readings with comprehension checks at the
end of the tirre limit.

The reported average gain in rate was 194 per-

cent and a 2 3 percent growth in canprehension.
Brom..;ell was cited by Estes (1972) as finding that significant gains
were rrade when a student received instruction which integrated reading
and social studies.

The study involved tw::i groups of 24 ninth graders.

Each group received instruction in social studies content for 28 weeks.
The experirrental group received training for tw::i hours a week in

reading social studies content rraterial.
taught were not listed.

The specific reading skills

The study also did not determine whether

greater gains were rrade in social studies kncwledge or reading skills.
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Strategies For Utilizing the Social S"bldies
Textbooks in the Teaching of Reading
Authorities have developed a wide variety of strategies for the
:i.mplerrentation and application of reading skills such as comprehension,
use of context clues and s"bldy skills by utilizing the social s"bldies

text.
The following is a presentation of strategies that have been

suggested by the investigators.
three sections:

The strategies were divided into

1) s"bldy skills; 2) context clues; and 3) corrprehension.

For s"bldents to efficiently find information in a text they need
to know how to use the glossary, index and table of contents.

West

(1974) developed a variety of strategies for teaching the skills of loeating information.

One such strategy was a questioning technique which

could be presented either orally or on a written handout.

West (1974)

recamended questions such as the following:
"Find an illustration of the hurran brain and give the narre of
the part of the brain which controls balance and pos"blre." (p. 47).
"On what page does the short story 'The IDttery,' begin?" (p. 49) .

"Two of us are the sane length.

What chapters are v.B?" (p. 50).

West (1974) also suggested a crossword puzzle which uses w::irds found
in one of the parts of the text.
Potter (1978) suggested a textbook inventory be used to help
s"bldents becare familiar with the text.

The inventory consisted of a

series of questions that required s"bldents to utilize the various parts
of the text in order to find the answers.
To help s"bldents reinforce the alphabetizing skills and at the

sane tine becorre familiar with the organization of encyclopedias,
cassidy (1978) presented a gane in mich these skills w=re used.

The
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garre required students to match w:ird cards with the spine of the
encyclopedia volurre in Which they w:iuld find the w:ird located.

The

garre was developed for use with up to fair students at one tirre and
was designed to be self checking.
Graphic material is another area in Which students need to apply
study skills.

Students often ignore these aids treating them as a

space filler rather than a useful tool.

(He:rber, 1978).

He:rber (1978) recc:mrended that at the start of the school year

the teacher guide the students through the textbook referring to the

various types of graphic aids.

Thrcughout the year the teacher

should continually point out or draw from the students how graphic
aids add to the information gained from the reading of the text.
Cassidy (1978) suggested reinforcing map skills by using a garre
that utilizes a map of the school.

In order for students to advance

on the garreboard tJiey v.Bre required to anS'l>Br questions that pertained to the school map.

The anS'\\Brs to the questions

v.Bre

located on

the back of the playing cards so that the garre could be self checking.

Robinson (1978) also stated that students need to contend with
organizational patterns in written material such as the enurreration
pattern of a reading selection.

In order for this to be acconplished

he suggested that students complete the following three steps:
1) recognize the topic; 2) recognize subtopics; and 3) organize the
details related to the subtopics.

By completing these three steps

a complete outline could be forrrulated.
Spache' s (19 73) recc:mrended program for student training in
outlining included the following steps:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Group words under an appropriate given heading. Later
practice the sa:rre with children supplying the heading.
Group words under two headings.
Detect irrelevant words in a given classification.
Classify sentences under a given heading.
Group words under three headings.
Arrange series of sentences as they appear in the
reading rraterial.
Arrange subtitles as in given rraterial.
Arrange events in chronological order.
Select sentences that tell about the rrain idea.
Collect sentences bearing on a given question
in a short selection.
Group such staterrents under one, two, or later,
three headings.
Find subtopics in a paragraph.
Find subtopics in a longer selection.
Select rrain points to complete a skeleton outline
of given details.
Add rrain ideas and one or rrore subheading to
given skeleton outline.
Select rrain ideas for an outline.
Select main ideas and subheading for an outline.
Outline rrore than one paragraph.
Organize notes from several sources under rrain ideas,
subheadings, and details. (p. 422).

Knowledge and training in the use of context clues help a reader
recognize the different types of clues and aids in detecting the
meaning of unfamiliar words.

Spache (1975) listed a variety of types

of context clues that should be introduced to children.
types of clues listed v.ere:

Arrl::lng the

1) typographical; 2) definition;

3) surrrnary; and 4) pictorial illustrations.
Spache (1975) and Rcbinson (1978) both stated that emphasis
should be placed on helping students utilize the sense of a sentence
or surrounding sentences to aid in the identification of the meaning
of an unknown word, rather than the rrernorization of types of clues and
technical tenns associated with those clues.
A strategy suggested by Spache (1975) to help students develop
their ability in the use of context clues was to develop cloze
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exercises utilizing each type of clue.

The students supplied the

missing words and then discussed the reasons for the

anS\~rs

given.

During the discussion it was not necessary to use the forrral narres
of the types of clues.
Herber (1978) has divided comprehension skills into "the
levels of ccrnprehension construct" (p. 69).
1) literal; 2) interpretive; and 3) applied.

These levels are:
Through the use of

these levels Herber stated, "As a reading process, it can be taught
functionally within any content area allowing the attainrrent of the
delicate instructional balance between content and process." (p. 69).
When following He:rber's construct several assumptions are made:
1) the teacher has established the overall concept to be learned
frcm the material; 2) the teacher has reviewed with students the
previously covered material to set the context and p..rrpose for the
study of the new material; and 3) the teacher has covered the
essential vocabulary needed for the reading.

After these assumptions

have been rret the students are presented with the reading and a handout
of staterrents related to the reading.

The staterrents are written for

each level of comprehension and divided into the three levels.

The stu-

dents are instructed to mark the staterrents they think relate to the
reading selection.

The directions and staterrents may vary depending

upon the teacher and the purpose for the reading assignrrent.
West (1974) suggested several activities to help students develop
comprehension at the literal, interpretive and applied levels.

Activ-

ities for the students included selection of the main idea of paragraphs and significant detail, putting staterrents into the proper
sequence, and listing the effects which relate to the causes that had
already been listed.
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Larrberg and Lamp (1980) developed a checklist for comprehension
that included the literal, interpretive and applied levels.

The chart

listed the different levels of comprehension along with question w:irds
and cormon tasks that teachers could use as a guide for developing
instructional materials.
To aid in comprehension develo1:xrent, Pendle (1979) developed a

syllabus that adapted ten comprehension strategies to help students
read a social studies book m::ire effectively.

The syllabus applied the ten

comprehension strategies as identified in Strategies For Reading
(Allyn and Bacon Inc., 1978) to the Follett Company, 1977 text
Exploring

o.rr

World -- The Arrericas.

The syllabus was designed. to

help students learn to use signals to understand how ideas are organized into paragraphs.
It can be concluded that there is a need for the reading skills
such as comprehension, use of context clues and study skills to be reinforced and applied to the content area materials.
to implenent these skills are plentiful.

Strategies on how

However, when reviewing the

literature related to strategies no evidence was presented to support
the fact that they would be successful.

Chapter 3
PRO:::ED!IBES OF THE S'IUDY

The reed for a project which helps students transfer reading
skills to the social studies becarre apparent when students
derronstrated difficulty in understanding the social studies text.
It was decided that specific lessons in instruction on how to apply
comprehension, use of context clues and stndy skills to the social
studies text should be developed.
In the development of the social studies lessons for the fourth
grade level the following procedures w=re used:
The first step was to read various srurces of information that
provided ffi3.terial dealing with teaching reading in the content areas.
The next steps in the develoµrent of the project was to obtain
the fourth grade reading and social stndies cbjectives that had been
identified by the '.I'unWclter School District.

(See Appendices A and B).

Then the reading cbjectives from the '.I'unWclter School District
that could be reinforced and applied to the fourth grade social stndies
ffi3.terials w=re identified.
The school district's adopted fourth grade reading objectives do
not include specific objectives that deal with the interpretation and
application levels of comprehension or the skills involved in locating
information in a text.

Therefore these cbjectives were developed

specifically for the project.

They wsre sequenced as follows:

15
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Ca:nprehension
Literal - Follow Directions
Sentence Ca:npletion
Sequence Events
Detail and Specific Inforrration
Main Idea
Pictures
Titles
Key Words
Key Sentences
Interpretive Speculation

On

What Happened Betw=en Events

Drawing Inference and Conclusions
Anticipate OUtcorre
Determining cause and Effect
Seeing Relationships
Anong Ideas
Anong Events
Applied - Comparing Works of Similar Nature
Generalizing
Study Skills
Locating Information - Alphabetizing
Table of Contents, Inaex and Glossary
Maps
Legend, Syrrbols
Direction
Types

17

Graphs
Organizing Information - Outlining
Surrmarizing
Context Clues
Types - Typographical
Picture
Definition

Following this specific lessons to rreet the reading c:bjectives
using infonration in the social studies text were developed.

The

lessons were marked with a p. in the top righthand corner to identify
the page or pages in the text required for the lesson.
The project consisted of 50 lesson plans which utilize the
fourth grade reading comprehension, context clues and study skills
student learning c:bjectives as identified in the T\Jmwater School
District in helping students develop their ability to read and
understand the social studies text.
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Chapter 4
THE PRQJECT

lesson Plans For The Utilization of the Social Studies
Text as a Reinforcement Tool For Teaching Fourth Grade
Comprehension, Context Clue and Study Skills
A series of lessons were developed to help students apply the
reading skills of comprehension, use of context clues and study
skills to the social studies textbook.
to be

The lessons were developed

used with the Arrerican Bock Ccaupany' s fourth grade social

studies text, Environments.
Sample lessons of the project are presented on the following
pages.
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TABLE OF CCNTE:NrS

Comprehension
Literal - Follow Directions

21

Sentence Completion

23

Sequence Events • •

25

Detail and Specific Inforrration

27

Main Idea
Picb.lres

29

Titles •

31

Key Words

33

Key Sentences

35

Interpretive - Speculation On What Happened
Betx<een Events • • • • • • •

37

Drawing Inference and Conclusions

39
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41
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42
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46
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48
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50

51

Generalizing
Study Skills
Locating Infonuation - Alphabetizing
Table of Contents, Index
and Glossary • • •

53
54
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TABLE OF CONTENrS (Cont'd)
Maps

Legend, Syrrbols

56

Direction

57

Types

58
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59

Organizing Inforrration - CA.ltlining
Sumnarizing

60
62

Context Clues
Types - Typographical

64

Picture . •

65

Definition

66

Surrmary • •

68
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Conprehension - Follow Directions

Cbjective:

The students will reinforce their ability to follow
directions as v;ell as reinforce their ability to
use the directions N, S, E, W, NW, NE, SW, and SE
by rraking a nap utilizing the directions given.

Materials:

Handout, pencil

strategy:

The following directions will be written on the
chalkboard for the sb.Ident to follow in the making
of his/her nap. The nap will be drawn on the
handout.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

In the center of your sheet of paper
draw a barn.
To the SW of the barn draw a chicken.
Directly N of the barn draw a farm house.
To the SE of the barn draw a pig pen with
the pig in it.
In the NW draw in a horse and it' s corral.
To the S of the chicken draw a chicken house.
To the S of the barn draw the cow eating
sorre green grass.
On the W side of your paper write the narre
of your farm.
Put your narre in the NE corner of your
paper and hand it in.
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Social Studies

Following the directions written on the board, draw the map
of the farm.

23

p. 9
Carrprehension - Sentence Carrpletion (Cloze)

Cbjective:

The stuaents will use their skills in sentence
carrpletion.

M3.terials:

Social studies textbook, pencil, handout

Strategy:

The students will be given the following handout
and instructed to complete the sentences using
the words from the word bank. After the stuaents
have finished the handout they nay check their
accuracy by reading the selection on p. 9.
Discuss with the students how they v;ent about
choosing the w:irds they used to fill in the blanks.
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Name

----------~

Social Studies

As they drive along the New Jersey Turnpike, they pass through

sorre good fannland.

Aunt Ann and Uncle Howard

south end of

New Jersey Turnpike.

the

There they

------

- - - - -over a large river. - - - - - - -is the

on a bridge that
narre of

---------river?

and Delaware.

This river separates New Jersey

Delaware, Aunt Ann and Uncle Howard

---------on Route 95.

Route 95

an interstate highway.

It------~ art of the Interstate 95

which goes

from Florida

- - - - - - - -the Southeast to Maine- - - - - - -

the Northeast.

That is

3200 kilorreters!

WORD BANK
in

the

is

is

alrrost

what

In

system

crosses

are

reach

this

get

in
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Pp. 188-190

Comprehension - Sequence Events

Cbjective:

The srudents will reinforce their ability to use
sequencing skills.

Materials:

Social smilies textbook, w:irksheet, paper, scissors

Strategy:

The student will be instructed to read pp. 188 through
190. He/she will then cut apart the events listed
on the w:irksheet and put them in the order that they
oc=. When the activity has been conpleted the
results may be discussed as a class.
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Social Studies

Cut the events listed below apart and put them in the order they
oc= on pp. 188 through 190.

When you have them placed in the

correct order, glue them to a separate sheet of paper.

The machines are digging a huge hole.
The rest of Butte is built on the hill.

Butte grew into a rich city because of the mine.
About half the city's people would not have noney from jobs
if the canpany w::iuld stop mining.
In 1882 a man na:rred Harcus Daly found sorre copper.
People are afraid that in a few years the city will be gone.
In 1973, the city's largest park was gobbled up by the copper mine.
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Pp. 156-158

Canprehension - Detail and Specific Infonration

Objective:

The students will practice the use of locating
details and si;ecific infonration.

.Materials:

Worksheet, social studies text, pencil

Strategy:

Instruct the students to read pp. 156-158.
The students will complete the worksheet using

the information found on pp. 156-158.
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Social Studies

Using the inforrration found on pp. 156-158, read the following
staterrents carefully. Check the staterrents that say what the
author says. Sare staterrents use the sarre words. Others use
similar words.
1.

There are many types of schools.

2.

Children learn many things fran their parents.

3.

Schools teach about the new ways of life.

4.

Today, school is an important part of rrost
children' s lives.

5.

Children cannot learn from aunts, uncles or
grandparents.

6.

There are schools where people can learn to dance,
play the piano, and learn about jobs.

7.

Children did not need to learn about the new
ways of life.

29
Pp. 94-99

Ccrnprehension - Main Idea
Pictures

Cbjective:

The students will utilize their skills in
deriving the main idea using pictures.

Y.aterials:

Worksheet, social studies text, pencil

Strategy:

The students will be given a sheet with a list of
main ideas. They will be instructed to match those

main ideas with the pictures on pp. 94 through 99.
Discuss as a class what pictures they matched with
the rnain ideas. Be sure to have the students give
a reason for their rnatch.
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Social Stl.ldies

Write the page nurrber of the pictl.lre that matches the statement
below.

Warren are working to prepare food. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The Indian is hunting buffalo .._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Many different types of people eat

different types of food.
People are working hard to farm their crops. _ _ _ _ __
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P. 75

Comprehension - Nain Idea
Titles

Objective:

The students will use their ability to detennine
the nain idea through the use of the titling.

.Materials:

Worksheet, i:encil, social studies book

Strategy:

The students will be given a w::irksheet and instructed
to select the best title for the selection. When
this has been completed discuss as a class some of the
students' selections and the reason for those selections. Help the students discover that the title that
best fits the selection also sums up that selection
in one phrase and is the main idea. After this activity
have the students read p. 75 and see if they were
correct in their answer.
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Social Studies

Read the following selection and select the title that best sums
up the selection.

What happens to the ground after a rainstorm?

Have you ever

watched little streams of water form and then disappear?

Or perhaps

you have seen nud puddles form and then they too disappear.
When you see such things, you are seeing nature at w::>rk.

power of water is changing the earth.
not seem very great.

The

Of course the change does

But if you could watch a thoosand years of

rainstorms, you would see huge changes.
The pov.ers of wind and water w::>rk slowly.
great~

of glaciers.

There is not a sudden burst of change as

with a volcano or an earthquake.
rocks and soil.

This is

They do not have the

Wind and water slowly wear away

the~

of erosion.

a.

Water and Wind

b.

Thoosands of years of Rainstorms

c.

The Work of Wind and Water

d.

A Sudden Burst of Change
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P. 182

Canprehension - Main Idea
Key Words

Objective:

The student will develop the ability to select
key words that help in the detennination of the
rrain idea.

Materials:

Worksheet, pencil, chalkboard, chalk

Strategy:

The students will be given a handout and instructed
to read the selection on the handout and underline
the key word in each sentence. After the students
have done this, the key words chosen will be discussed and the rrajority of them listed on the
chalkboard. The class will then w::irk in groups of
three or four and develop a sentence that states
the rrain idea of the selection using sorre of the listed
w::irds. These rrain ideas will be shared with the class.
The selection used is from p. 182.
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s=ial Studies

Read the following selection and underline the key =rd in
each sentence.

Green plants use water and other things from the scil.
alsc use carbon dioxide, a gas in the air.
rays.

They

And they use the sun' s

Taken all together, plants use these things to rrake food.
Green plants are important in another way.

dioxide.

Then they give off oxygen.

They take in carbon

People and aninals need

oxygen to breathe.

Use this section of yrnr paper to write down the rrain idea that
yrnr group develops.
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P. 129

Comprehension - Main Idea
Key Sentences

Objective:

The students will develop the ability to use key
sentences in order to determine the main idea.

Materials:

ViTorksheet, pencil

Strategy:

Review with the students the rreaning of key sentence.
The students will read the selection that is on their

handout and underline the one sentence in the paragraph that they feel is the key sentence. Discuss
with the students the various sentences selected and
why the students chose them as their key sentences.
List the sentences chosen on the chalkboard. Have
the students select the one they feel best states
what the paragraph is about.
The selection on the handout is from p. 129.
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Social Studies

Read the following paragraph and underline the sentence you feel is
the key sentence.

The tools used by early people

~e

rrade of natural resources.

These are what the earth has that can be used.
~e

rrade from different natural resources.

the bow.
~

stone was used for the arrowhead.

used for the arrow.

Bows and arrows

Wood was used to make

Sorret:i.nes feathers
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Pp. 100-101

Corrprehension - Speculation On What Hapr;ened Between Events

Objective:

The students will sr;eculate on what happened
betWS!en the events prior to the creation of the Dust
Bowl.

Materials:

Social studies textbook, par;er, r;encil

Strategy:

Place the students in groups. Instruct the groups to
read pp. 100-101 and the two paragraphs on the handout. Below the paragraphs have the students list the
things they think the fanrers did betWS!en the drought
and the dust storms.
Discuss with the entire class the speculations made.
Have the students justify their answers.
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Read the following paragraphs and list the events that could
have happened betv.een the drought and the dust storms.

In the 1930s, things began to go wrong.
out the soil.

The crops v.eren' t so gocid.

spell--a drought.

Farrrers were v.earing

Then carre a long dry

The sun baked the earth dry.

Winds carre and

blew away the top soil.
Soon, great clouds of dust sv.ept across Arrerica' s farmlands.
People called this part of Arrerica the Dust Bowl.
onoe the soil.

The dust was
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Pp. 231-232

Comprehension - Drawing Conclusions

Objective:

The students will :improve their ability in drawing
inferences and conclusions.

Materials:

Worksheet, social studies text, pencil

Strategy:

'I'he students will read pp. 231-232. Using the
information from these pages the students will
complete the w:irksheet.
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Sooial SW.dies

Read pages 231-232.

Check the following statement or statements
that relate to the inforrration presented.

1.

People use for Ill3.Ily different things.

2.

Energy I!Bkes many things possible.

3.

Arrericans use very little energy.

4.

If people did not want so Ill3.IlY things
energy would be conserved.
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P. 216

Carprehension - Anticipate Outcorre

Cbjective:

The students will practice the skill of

anticipating outcorres.
Materials:

Social studies text, paper, pencil

Strategy:

The students will read page 216.

Instruct the
students to list things that could happen in
the future to the ocean. As a class discuss
the predictions listing them on the chaJkboard.
After several predictions have been listed have
the class mte if any of the predictions are
similar and if the predictions could be
categorized. If so categorize them or list
the similar predictions together.
Note the students should use the infonration
presented on page 216 to justify their predictions.
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Pp. 45-49

'
Conprehension - Cause arid Effect

Cbjective:

The students will practice the skill of detennining
cause and effect.

Materials:

Social studies text, worksheet, pencil

Strategy:

The class will orally review cause and effect.
The students will be given the w:irksheet with
the instructions tc review the material presented
on pp. 45 to 49 and use that information to COllJ?lete
the w:irksheet.
The teacher may wish to use this as a group
activity or as an individual one.
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Social Smilies

Complete the following worksheet using the infonnation found on
pp. 45-49.
Cause

Low

Effect

temferature

Polar
Cl:inate

Pennafrost

Snow piling up for
thousands of years

There is· a great change
fran the winter to the
surrn-er.

Continental
Clirrate
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Social Studies
cause

Effect
Various types of vegetation

Humid and
Mild Cl:i.nate
Low

terrperatures in

the rrountains during

the winter.
Tall, thick forests

A desert

Dry
Cl:i.nate

Very little rainfall not enough water for
everyone.
Plants have a special way to
store water.
Irrigation
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Social Studies
Cause

Effect

The air is damp and rainy.
Hot and
Humid
Cl:inate
Alrrost no people live in
the tropical rainforest.

46
Pp.

Comprehension - Seeing Relationships Airong Ideas

Objective:

The students will improve their skill in
finding relationships arrong ideas.

Materials:

Social studies text, handout, pencil

Strategy:

The students will reread the infonration
presented on pp. 216-223. Using the
infonration from those pages have the
students complete the handout. The
teacher may wish for the students to v.Drk
in groups.

216-223
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Social Studies

Check the statements that present the ideas that pecple have to
work together in order to resolve the prcblems with environrrent.
Be ready to defend y= ansv;ers. Use the infornation on
pp. 216-223.

1.

Common heritage will help countries
protect the coastlines.

2.

People need to protect the ocean in
order to enjoy it.

3.

Cities do not care about destroying
the ocean.

4.

People do take care of natural resources.

5.

People cannot agree on how to protect
the ocean.

6.

Tbe United Nations has forrred the
Law of the Sea Conferences.
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Pp. 220-221

Comprehension - Seeing Relationships Anong Events

Cbjective:

The students will identify relationships
arrong events.

Materials:

Handout, social studies text, pencil

Strategy:

The students will be placed into groops of threes
or fours. Each group will be given a handout
and instructed to complete it by using the
infonnation on pp. 220-221. Discuss the findings
upon completion of the handout.
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Social Studies

Check the items that represent the relationships anong the events
that oc= on pp. 220-221. Be prepared to support your choices.

WE; ocean.

1.

Pollution led to unhealthy conditions in

2.

The vote in 1~72 rrade it impossible to enjoy the
ocean beaches.

3.

A natural environrrent will lead to a lack of
oil for gasoline.

4.

Unhealthy conditions in the ocean led people to
support a plan for saving the coast.
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Pp. 90-93

Comprehension - Comparing Works of Similar Nature

Objective:

The students will compare similar rraterials.

M3.terials:

Social studies text, science text, paper, pencil

Strategy:

Instruct the students to read pp. 90-93 in the social
studies book and p. 205 in the science book. The
students will then list ways in which the descriptions
of an environrrent are the sane. As a class discuss
the findings.
Then have the class compare the selections 16aking
for differences in the descriptions. Discuss the

differences the students found. Also discuss with
the students why there would be discrepancies in
the inforrration presented in the tw::i texts. List the
reasoning on the board.
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Pp. 240-243

Comprehension - Generalization

Objective'

The students will llEke generalizations utilizing
the rraterial in the text and their background

experiences.
Materials'

Social studies text, =rksheet, pencil

Strategy:

The students will use the inforrration presented
on pp. 240-243 to help them conplete the worksheet.
The teacher rray want the students to =rk in groups.
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Social Studies

Read the following statements. Using ideas from the reading
selection on pp. 240-243 and things you know about energy and
pollution check the statements you can support.

e~.

1.

Progress is sorret:i.nes its own v;orst

2.

Scientific advances have taken a toll on nature.

3.

Industry has nade a profit at the expense of
our envirornrent.

4.

Al:use a natural resource, then you will lose
a natural resource.
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Study Skills - Alphabetizing

Cbjective:

The students will improve the use of
alphabetizing skills.

Materials:

Social studies book, pencil, paper, scissors.

Strategy:

Alphabetizing skills will be reviewed at the
beginning of the lesson. The students will
look through Chapter three picking out v.ords
that are new to them. The students will list
these v.ords in any order on their sheet of
paper.
(Have the students try to dete:rmine the neaning
of the v.ords through use of context clues.)
Then have the students cut their v.ords apart
and hand them to a partner. The partner then
will put the V<Drds into alphabetical order.
The partners will check each others V<Drk.
This lesson nay be repeated as many t:imes as
the teacher wishes, using various chapters,
units, etc.
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Study Skills - Location Inforrration In The Text

Cbjective:

The students will practice using the table of
contents, index and glossary.

Materials:

Social studies textbook

Strategy:

let the students look freely over their social
studies book. After a short tine direct the
students attention to the table of contents,
index and glossary, explaining how each is
used. As a classroom activity each student
will l=ate inforrration using one of the above
sections. The activity will then progress by
asking the students to identify which section
will provide the desired inforrration.
Below are sanple questions for the lesson.

SS
Tl\BLE OF CONTENTS

Questions:
what page will you find inforrration about
people and their tools?

On

Where in the book will you find how people
change the earth?
In what chapter do you find out about selling
and buying food?
How nany chapters are in Unit two?
Unit three will cover what type of inforrration?
INDEX

Inforrration about forests will be covered on
what page?
What do the letters FAO stand for?
what pages will you find out about open
pit mining?

On

Where can you find out about a compass rose?

GIDSSARY
The word generator rreans

~~~~~~~~~~

Explain what a jetty is.
vlhat does the word mining rrean?
What abbreviations are used to stand for the
Tennessee Valley Authority?
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Study Skills - Maps
legend and Syrrbols

Cbjective:

The students will review the teDl\S legend and syrrbols.
The students will develop their own maps of the roam
including a legend and syrrbols.

Materials:

Large sheet of paper, pencil, crayons

Strategy:

The students will work in tw::is or threes and develop
a map of the classroom. With their map they will need
to include a legend that contains the symbols used on
the map and their rreaning.
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Study Skills - Maps
Directions

Cbjective:

The students will review the directions used on a
map and the term compass rose when rraking their
own rnap of the school grounds and the surrounding
area.

Materials:

Social studies text, paper, pencil

Strategy:

Draw a compass rose on the board and have the students
give the term for it. Then ask the students to help
you fill in the directions on the compass rose.
Upon completion of activity have the students scan
through their social studies texts and find maps that
have a compass rose. As a class look at sane of the
rnaps found and ask the students to narre the direction
of places on the rnap. (The teacher will look at the
map and chcse the places for this exercise.)
With the aid of a compass rose have the students draw
the schcol and the things that are found in each
direction from it.

Ex:arople:

Only students will draw pictures.
include a legend and symbols.

They may wish to

Fire depa:rtrrent

Store

Hruses

Nursery

School

Airport

Forest

Field

Church

N

s
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Study Skills - Maps
Types

Cbjective:

The students will use their skills in the use of
various types of naps by =eating naps of the
school.

Materials:

School nap outline, pencil, =ayons, butcher paper

Strategy:

Tbe various types of naps will be reviewed along with
their uses. The students will be divided into groups
of four or five. Each group will be assigned a type
of nap of the school. The types of naps to be nade
will be population, school use (land use) and political.
(The outline of the school on the handout nay be used
if they wish.) Discuss with the students the steps they
needed to go through in the making of their naps. List
these on the board in the order the students agree
upon. The students will need to visit the different
classrooms to obtain the infornation needed to develop
their naps. (The teacher should explain the project to
the other faculty rrerrbers and se=e their permission
for the students to visit their areas and gather the
needed data. Once the students have the needed information for the nap, they will need to develop it. The
teacher will need to be available during the =rk
sessions to help the students when the need arises.
At the teacher's dis=etion this lesson will need to
be spread over a period of tirre.
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Study Skills - Graphs

Cbjective:

The students will reinforce their ability to
develop and read a bar graph.

Materials:

One

Strategy:

Review with students the skill of reading a bar
graph as presented on page 123 of the textbook.
Then with the students aid develop a nock. bar graph
on the chalkboard. After the skill has been
thoroughly review=d give each student a package of
M and Ms with the instruction that they are to develop
a bar graph that shows how IlBilY M & Ms in each color
they have. When the graph has been completed and
checked by the teacher, the students nay eat his/her

package of M and Ms per student, paper, pencil

M & Ms.
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Pp. 128-134

Study Skills - D..ltlining

Objective:

The students will practice the skill of grouping
v.ords under three main headings.

Materials:

Social studies text, v.orksheet, pencil

Strategy:

Place the students in groups of threes or fours.
Instruct the students to read the materials presented
on pages 128-134 in the text. After the groups read
the text, instruct them to cut the headings and v.ords
on the v.orksheet apart. Using the materials from the
text, instruct the students to place the words under
the correct heading.
After the groups have corrpleted their v.ork, discuss with
them how they decided which heading they v.ould place
the v.ords under.
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Cut the three nain headings apart. Also cut the mrds listed
below apart. Place the VK)rds under their correct heading.

Basic Needs
Technology

Natural Rescurces

clothing

knowing how to use a fork

v;ood

Hittites

shelter

iron

stone

bronze

tools

trading ideas

food

nachines

iron

water

copper

ideas spreading

water

~apons

Study Skills - Surmarizing
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P. 191

Objective:

The students will practice surmarizmg
information presented in a paragraph.

Materials:

Worksheet, social studies text, pencil, chalkboard,
chalk

Strategy:

The students will be instructed to read the second
paragraph on page 191. Using the information

presented in this paragraph have the students select
the sentences that best surmarize the information
presented. Discuss with the class their answers
and what Il'ade them choose the answer they did. The
teacher Il'aY wish to write on the chalkboard the sentence
the students decide best surmiarizes the paragraph.
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Social Srudies

Select the sentence that best surorrarizes the second paragraph
on page 191.

1.

Overuse of land causes deserts.

2.

Deserts endanger the land.

3.

The Sahel is a desert.

4.

The Sahel is in danger.
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P. 37

Context Clues - Typographic

Cbjective:

The students will locate typographic context
clues in the textbook.

Materials:

Social studies book, context clue chart.

Strategy:

The students will read page 37 and look for ways
that the new vocabulary words have been ID3.de to
stand out on the page. Discuss the way in which

these words are different from the rest of the
the words on the page. Instruct the students to
scan through the rest of the chapter and find
other words that have been ID3.de to stand out from
the rest of the print on the page. Discuss with
the class what they find.
List this type of context clue on the context
clue chart.
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P. 38

Context Clues - Pictures, charts or diagrams

Objective:

The students will locate picture, chart and
diagram context clues in the textbook.

Materials:

Social studies textbook, context clue chart

Strategy:

Refer the students to page 38 . Direct them to find
the WJrd that has it's ooaning explained with the
aid of the diagram. Explain to the students that
some unknown WJrds often bave their ooaning explained
in a diagram or illustration. I.et the students look
through their text and see if they can find rrore of
this type of context clue.
List this type of clue on the context clue chart.
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P. 103

Context Clues - Typographic and Definition

d:>jective:

The students will practice using typographical
and definition context clues.

Materials:

Handout, pencil

Strategy:

The students will read the selection on the
handout and list the t= types of context
clues used. The students will also draw a
picture of a strait as they understand it
from the infornation presented in the context

clues.
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Social Studies

Read the following selection. List the two types of context
clues found in the selection and at the bottom of the page
draw a picture of the word that the context clues help you
understand.

Satoshi lives on a srrall island in Japan.
STFAIT called the Inland sea.
of water.

2.

Picture

Satoshi' s island

The people on the island are mainly fishing

But they have farms, too.

Types of Context Clues

1.

A strait is a narrow passageway

It connects two large bodies of water.

is called Futagami Jina.
people.

It is on a large
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P. 180

Context Clue - SUmnary

Objective:

The students will practice using
context clues.

Materials:

Worksheet, pencil and social studies book

Strategy:

The students will read the vnrksheet given them.
Instruct them to read the sheet carefully and at
the bottom write down What they think a resource
is. After they have done this have them turn in
their books to page 180 and see if they w=re
correct. They might also want to use the glossary
to check their ans\\Br.

SUJllll3ry
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Social Studies

Read the following paragraph carefully and at the bottom
of the page write down what you think resource m=ans.

The land of the earth is like a great treasure house.

soil of the earth is very rich.
The rocks of the earth are rich.

Trees and plants grow in the soil.
The rocks have mmy useful things

in them such as iron, copper, and gold.

all resources of the land.

The

Plants, soil, and rock are

Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCIDSIONS, AND REX::OMMENDATIONS

Sunmrry

Research substantiates the need for reading skills to be taught
through the utilization of content area lll3.terials.

Studies conducted

utilizing the social studies texts to teach or reinforce reading skills
indicate that students usually showed significant gains in reading and
social studies knowledge.
This project included 50 lesson plans which utilized fourth grade
ccxnprehension, context clues and study skill reading objectives as
identified by the Tumfiater Schcol District.

The lessons developed skills

which WJUld help students read and corrprehend the social studies text.
Supplerrentary objectives v;ere developed as the district's reading
objectives did not include sufficient objectives in the corrprehension
and study skill areas.
The project was developed to help students learn to apply and
reinforce their previously learned reading skills to social lll3.terials.
Conclusions
The few lessons in study skills and context clues that were

.irnplerrented in the classroom v;ere found to be successful.

After the

lessons students exhibited a better understanding of the parts of a
text and their use.

They also showed a better understanding of how

to utilize context clues When encountered by an unknown w::ird.

The

project in its entirety needs to be presented to a fourth grade level
70
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classroom in order to discover if the lessons will be successful.
It was also found that the fourth grade reading c:bjective
developed by the Tumwater School District did not thoroughly cover
the reading skill areas which students must develop in order to
read expositive reading materials.
Recorrrrendations
It is recomrrended that:
1.

The project be broadened to include a wider range of
reading skills. Skills that could be included are:
vocabulary developnent; reading rate; and use of
supplerrentary materials.

2.

The project be tested in the fourth grade level classrooms
of the Tumwater School District.

3.

Project nodifications be made as a result of the testing.

4.

Materials which encorrpass the reinforcement of reading
objectives in other content study areas be developed.

5.

Research be conducted to determine the effects of
reinforcing reading c:bjectives through use of the social
studies by rreasuring student achieveirent in reading and/
or the student's retention of the content area materials.

6.

School districts develop reading c:bjectives which encorrpass
the skill students must develop in order to read expository
materials.
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READING SKILLS OBJECTIVES - FOURTH GRADE
1.
II.
ill.

Rc~~in_~ss

- not applicable

Phonetic .Analysis - covere<l. in primary section

Structural Analvsis
A.
Blending sounds - covered in primary section
B.

Affixes
1.
Su ff i'xes
2.

C.

Continue for goal of competency:
Introduce al, en, ish, ous
Prefixes
Continue for goal of· competency:
Introduce fore, mid

e<l, er, es, ing, ly, ment, s, y, est, ful, less, ness, or, able

a, al, be, de, dis, en, mis, re, un, non, sub

Syllabication - continue for goal of competency for rules 1-4
1. Words may be divided between double consonant letters - rab/bit.
2.

h'ords n1ay be divided between unlike consonants if the letters do not represent a digraph

3.
4.

(ck, sh, etc.) or a single speech sound as dge, ge, or gu - bas/ket.
h'ords n1ay be divided between a vowel letter and a consonant or a consonant and a vot:vel - ba/by, cab/in.
hrords may be divided between t-:vo vot·1el letters if the tv10 vowels do not represent a vo'!;~Tel digraph

or diphthong - di/et, ra/di/o.
IV.

Vocabularv
~vords

A.

Sight \•lords - instant recognition 80-120

B.

Synonyn1s

C.

Antonyms

~

D.

Homonyms

~

E.

Affix meanings - meanings of suffixes and prefixes presented in grade four and below.

~

F.

Context clues - using the rest of a sentence to obtain the meaning of a particular word

>::

per tninute

V.

Comprehension
A.

VI.

Literal
1. Follow directions
2.

Sentence conipletiori

3.
4.
5.

Sequence - five events
Detail and specific information
Main idea
a. through pictures
b. through titling
c. through key words .and sentences

B.

Inferential
1. Character analysis
a. recognize tone, feeling, sadness
b. identifying and interpreting feelings, attitudes
2. Reality/fantasy

C.

Critical

Study Skills
A. Locating information
1. Alphabetizing - extend concept through any letter
2. Dictionary
a. guide words
b. various meanings
c. definition appropriate to context
d. pronunciation key use
B.

Organizing information
1. Outlining
2. Summarizing
a. summary sentence
b. put in own words
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Appendix B

SOCIAL STUDIES
Grade 4

41

Home:
1111

412

42

~

Environments

The Earth
Places on the Earth
4111 The student· will learn to use various types of maps.
4112 The student will identify the Hemispheres and continents.
Differences from place to place
4121 The student will demonstrate understanding of the concept o.f
rotation and revolution of the earth.
4122 The student will demonstrate understanding of the seasons of
the earth.

People Have Needs
421 The J.Torld' s Shopping Basket
4211 Study how people fulfill their basic need for food.
4212 See how the foods people eat depend on both environment and culture.
4213 Perceive food resources on a world wide scale.

422. Tools and Technology
4221 Study how technology developed and spread
4222 Study how the Industrial Revolution affected people and their
environment.
4223 Study how modern technology has changed today's world.
423

43

Learning, Feeling, and Working Together
4231 How people fulfill their needs through four special systems:
the family, the school, the economy, and t1ie government.

Resources Meet Needs
431 Resources from the
4311 Study the
4312 Recognize
4313 Study the
4314 Study how

land
importance of land resources.
some problems associated with land resources and land use.
importance of human choices about land and resources.
people are working to improve land use and fight pollution.

432

The ocean resources
4321 Unde.rstand that the oceans are :important sources of food and
mineral resources.
4322 How human activities can damage oceans and ocean life.
4323 Understand the need for wise planning of ocean use.

433

Energy Resources
4331 Study the different sources of energy.
11332 Realize the problems posed by fossil fuels
4333 Study the limits on our supplies of energy.
4334 Understand the need for energy choices evall!ate diffencnt energy
alternatives.

